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ABELIA 

flower color: White 

 foliage: Glossy green

habit: Compact, mounded, 4–5’ h x 4–5’ w

zones: 6–9

flower color: Light pink

foliage: Green 

habit: Compact, mounded, 3–4’ h x 2–3’ w

zones: 6–9

BUDDLEIA  

 flower color: Light purple 

foliage: Green  

habit: Compact, mounded, 3–4’ h x 3–4’ w 

zones: 6–9

Apple Perfection
Abelia hybrid ‘00-bc-47-7r’ PPAF 

Apple Perfection is an Abelia that is 
uniformly mounded and rarely throws whips, 
resulting in less needed trimming. It produces 
an abundance of pure white flowers over 
extremely glossy, green foliage.

Raspberry Perfection
Abelia chinensis ‘Abesrpras’ PPAF

Raspberry Perfection is a compact plant that 
rarely throws whips, resulting in less needed 
trimming. It is a very heavy bloomer with dark 
pink sepals that persist after flowers have passed, 
extending its color interest. 

Dapper® Lavender 
Buddleia davidii 'Buddaplav' PPAF 

A rounded, compact plant with sturdy stems 
makes this Buddleia a perfect fit for a variety of 
uses. Light purple flowers are formed in early 
summer and continue to re-bloom into the 
fall. Spent flowers are hidden by new blooms, 
reducing the need for deadheading. 

2021 NEW  
WOODY VARIETIES

 



Head Over Heels® Desire 
Hibiscus moscheutos 'RutHib4' PPAF

This Hibiscus has scarlet colored blooms that make a bold statement 
against rich, burgundy foliage. Large, saucer-shaped flowers are presented 
on a dense, compact plant. Works great in containers or in the garden.

flower color: Red foliage: Burgundy 

habit: Compact, mounded, 3–4' h x 3–4'w zones: 4–10

Dapper® White 
Buddleia davidii 'Dapconwhi' PPAF

A rounded, compact plant with sturdy stems makes this Buddleia a 
perfect fit for a variety of uses. White flowers are formed in early summer 
and continue to re-bloom into the fall. Spent flowers are hidden by new 
blooms, reducing the need for deadheading. 

flower color: White foliage: Green  

habit: Compact, mounded, 3–4’ h x 3–4’ w zones: 6–9

HIBISCUS

HYDRANGEA  

BUDDLEIA 

HIBISCUS

Head Over Heels® Dream 
Hibiscus moscheutos 'RutHib5' PPAF

This compact Hibiscus is a dream! Large, white flowers with red centers make 
for a stunning display that contrasts nicely against burgundy foliage. Works 
great in containers or in the garden.

flower color: White foliage: Burgundy 

habit: Compact, mounded, 3–4' h x 3–4'w zones: 4–10
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Akadama™ 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘SK2DAMA’ PP 28,860 

This Hydrangea is a heavy bloomer with striking flower color that starts deep 
pink and gradually darkens. The contrast against clean, dark green foliage is 
stunning, and the compact habit makes it perfect for containers and small 
spaces. Foliage will turn burgundy in cooler fall and spring temperatures. 

flower color: Deep pink foliage: Dark green  

habit: Compact, upright, 4–5’ h x 4–5’ w zones: 6–9



‘Tuscan Flame’ 
Nandina domestica 'Tuscan Flame' PP 21,940 

This compact evergreen puts on a great color show. New growth emerges 
a striking red color that lasts through most of the season before aging 
to an attractive, dark green. It is drought tolerant and low-maintenance. 

flower color: None foliage: Red to dark green 

habit: Compact, rounded, 3–4’ h x 2–3’ w zones: 5–9

My Fair Myrtle™ 
Lagerstroemia indica 'Faifarlag' PPAF

Achieve reliable beauty using My Fair Myrtle™ in your landscape. This 
selection of Lagerstroemia was chosen for its heavy flower set, clean, dark 
green foliage, and exceptional overwintering in zone 6b. It vigorously 
re-flushes from dormancy into a dense, mounded habit. It has shown good 
resistance to powdery mildew. 

flower color: Deep pink foliage: Dark green 

habit: Mounded, 4–5’ h x 4-5’ w zones: 6b –10

NANDINA L AGERSTROEMIA 

Bellini® Strawberry 
Lagerstroemia indica 'Strawconbel' PPAF

Bellini® Strawberry is compact and early blooming, and it displays bright red 
flowers in the heat of summer. In cooler spring and fall temperatures, buds 
sometimes open white or pink, resulting in multiple colors on one plant.

Bellini® Guava  
Lagerstroemia indica 'Bellaggua' PPAF

The Bellini® series of Lagerstoemia is made up of compact, early blooming 
plants with good resistance to powdery mildew. Bellini® Guava displays 
beautiful, light pink flowers on a slightly prostrate plant. 

L AGERSTROEMIA  

flower color: Red foliage: Green

habit: Compact, mounded, 3–4’ h x 3–4’ w zones: 6–9

flower color: Light pink foliage: Green

habit: Compact, mounded, 3–4’ h x 3–4’ w zones: 6–9
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drought tolerant



Empire™ Northern Lights
Spiraea japonica ‘DAVCOP01’ PP 31,996

Northern Lights shows off a brilliant display of three colors on one plant. 
New growth emerges bright red before aging to yellow and then light 
green. Foliage colors are most intense in spring and fall. Pink flowers start 
in late spring and sporadically re-bloom throughout the season. It is low-
maintenance and performs excellently in the landscape. 

Empire™ Ice Dragon
Spiraea japonica ‘Iceconspir’ PPAF

Ice Dragon displays attractive foliage on a compact habit. New growth emerges 
a deep burgundy against blue-green, older foliage for a striking contrast. Pink 
flowers start in late spring and sporadically re-bloom throughout the season. 
It is low-maintenance and performs excellently in the landscape. 

SPIRAEA 

New Age White 
Syringa vulgaris ‘G13103’ PP 32,670 

It's a New Age for Lilacs! This compact, well-behaved Lilac finishes faster 
than others on the market. It produces fragrant flowers in the spring, 
is resistant to mildew, and displays attractive, clean foliage throughout 
the season. 

New Age Lavender 
Syringa vulgaris ‘G13099’ PP 32,623 

It's a New Age for Lilacs! This compact, well-behaved Lilac finishes faster 
than others on the market. It produces fragrant flowers in the spring, 
is resistant to mildew, and displays attractive, clean foliage throughout 
the season. 

SYRINGA

flower color: White foliage: Green

habit: Compact, upright, 4 1/2–5’ h x 4–5’ (at 5 years of age) zones: 4–7

flower color: Lavender foliage: Green 

habit: Compact, upright, 4 1/2–5’ h x 4–5’ (at 5 years of age) zones: 4–7
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flower color: Pink foliage: Burgundy, blue-green

habit: Compact, mounded, 3–4’ h x 3–4’ w zones: 4–9

flower color: Pink foliage: Red, yellow, green 

habit: Compact, mounded, 3–4’ h x 3–4’ w zones: 4–9



Emerald Squeeze™ 
Thuja occidentalis 'Lilshreckthu' PPAF 

Emerald Squeeze™ is everything you love about Thuja Emerald Green in 
a smaller package. Growing to a mature height of around eight feet, it’s 
a perfect choice for smaller gardens and hedge spaces. It has excellent 
foliage color and a dense habit that favors a single leader, resulting in a 
tidy looking plant. Although compact, this variety does not take longer 
to finish in production.

THUJA

‘Flamingo’ 
Tulbaghia hybrid 'Flamingo' PP 32,405

This Tulbaghia offers up an eye-catching color display. The foliage is lime 
green with a neon pink base that persists throughout the season, bringing 
great color to the landscape. 'Flamingo' prefers some shade in the garden 
and is low-maintenance.  

‘Red Hot’ 
Tecoma hybrid ‘Red Hot’ PPAF  

Tecoma ‘Red Hot’ has drought tolerance, a compact habit, and unique 
flower color. Flowers open crimson red and age to intense orange with 
a yellow center. The trumpet-shaped blooms are lightly fragrant and  
attract hummingbirds. 

TECOMA 

TULBAGHIA 

flower color: Pink foliage: Lime green with bright pink base  

habit: Compact, 2–2½’ h x 1½–2’ w zones: 7–11

flower color: Orange, red, yellow foliage: Green 

habit: Compact, rounded, 4’ h x 4’ w zones: 9–11 
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flower color: None foliage: Green

habit: Compact, upright, 8 ½’ h x 4’ w (at 20 years of age) zones: 4–8

drought tolerant

drought tolerant


